Analysis of mechanisms of free-energy coupling and uncoupling by inhibitor titrations: theory, computer modeling and experiments.
The rates of ATP synthesis and of ATP-driven NAD reduction have been measured in bovine heart submitochondrial particles as a function of the fraction of inhibited redox pumps (in titrations with either antimycin or rotenone) and of the fraction of inhibited ATPases (in titrations with DCCD). The flux control coefficients of the redox and ATPase proton pumps on the rates of ATP synthesis and of ATP-driven NAD reduction have been derived and found to be equal to 1 for both pumps; i.e., both pumps appear to be 'completely rate limiting'. A theoretical analysis of the inhibitor titration approach based on kinetic models of chemiosmotic coupling and on the theory of metabolic control is presented. This analysis (i) shows that the results of the single inhibitor titrations are incompatible with a delocalized chemiosmotic mechanism of energy coupling if the proton conductance of the membrane is sufficiently low with respect to the conductances of the pumps; and (ii) suggests an experimental approach based on the determination of the P/O and the respiratory control ratios at different degrees of inhibition of the proton pumps to establish the origin of the 'loose coupling' of submitochondrial particle preparations. Three independent types of observation show that the 'loose coupling' of the particle preparation is not mainly due to an increased membrane proton conductance. The same and other independent observations are consistent with the view that the loose coupling of submitochondrial particle preparation is due mainly to inhomogeneity, i.e. to the presence of a subpopulation of highly leaky non-phosphorylating vesicles respiring at maximal rate. The results as a whole together with the simulations and analysis presented lead to the conclusion that the mechanism of free-energy coupling in submitochondrial particles is not completely delocalized.